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ABSTRACT
A FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE
VIEWS OF CELLULAR PATHWAY GRAPHS
Gu¨rcan Gu¨les¸ir
M.S. in Computer Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Ug˘ur Dog˘ruso¨z
September, 2003
The enhancements in genomic studies have given birth to the necessity of
advanced techniques for storing, integrating and analyzing the accumulated data
regarding molecular level cellular processes. Since this data is huge and complex,
advanced visualization and complexity management techniques need to be devel-
oped to improve its understandability. In this thesis, we present a single subject
- multiple view framework for manipulating complex pathway data, which is in
the form of a directed graph.
The framework facilitates visualization of potentially huge pathway data in
possibly varying forms and sizes. While maintaining the subject data (i.e., path-
way graph) and its views, the presented framework coordinates all the views using
an observer software pattern. It ensures the validity and consistency of subject
data across all views. Support for replication of biological data, which is desired
to reduce complexity (i.e., high degree ubique pathway objects), is another benefit
of our framework.
Being a neatly modularized, isolated component of a functional pathway edi-
tor, this framework is distinguished from any other single subject - multiple view
graph editing environment by addressing the domain specific needs of pathway
informatics.
Keywords: Bioinformatics, software engineering, cellular pathways, graph visual-
ization, multiple views, view coordination.
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O¨ZET
HU¨CRESEL YOLAK C¸I˙ZGELERI˙NI˙N YO¨NETI˙MI˙ I˙C¸I˙N
C¸OKLU GO¨RU¨NTU¨LEME YO¨NTEMI˙
Gu¨rcan Gu¨les¸ir
Bilgisayar Mu¨hendislig˘i, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Yard. Doc¸. Dr. Ug˘ur Dog˘ruso¨z
Eylu¨l, 2003
Gen aras¸tırmalarındaki gelis¸meler, moleku¨ler seviyedeki hu¨cresel is¸lemlerin in-
celenmesi sonucu elde edilen verinin saklanması, birles¸tirilmesi ve analiz edilmesi
ic¸in ileri tekniklerin ihtiyacını dog˘urmus¸tur. So¨zkonusu veri bu¨yu¨k ve karmas¸ık
oldug˘undan dolayı, anlas¸ılabilirlig˘ini arttırmak ic¸in ileri go¨rselleme ve karmas¸ıklık
yo¨netimi tekniklerinin gelis¸tirilmesine ihtiyac¸ vardır. Bu tezde, yo¨nlu¨ c¸izge
halinde bulunan karmas¸ık yolak verisini deg˘is¸tirmek ic¸in bir tek o¨zne - c¸oklu
go¨ru¨ntu¨ yo¨ntemi sunuyoruz.
Sunulan yo¨ntem deg˘is¸en s¸ekillerde ve ebatlardaki potansiyel olarak bu¨yu¨k olan
yolak verisinin go¨rsellenmesini sag˘lar. Bir taraftan o¨zne ve go¨ru¨ntu¨leri korurken,
dig˘er yandan da izleyen yazılım desenini kullanarak bu¨tu¨n go¨ru¨ntu¨leri du¨zenleme
yetisine de sahiptir. Sunulan yo¨ntem o¨zne verisinin u¨zerindeki go¨ru¨ntu¨lerin
dog˘rulug˘unu ve tutarlılıg˘ını da garanti altına almaktadır. Karmas¸ıklıg˘ın (yu¨ksek
dereceli yolak nesneleri) azaltılması ic¸in ihtiyac¸ duyulan biyolojik verinin yinelen-
mesi de yo¨ntemimizin bas¸ka bir faydasıdır.
C¸alıs¸an bir yolak deg˘is¸tiricisinin du¨zgu¨nce modu¨llenmis¸ bir parc¸ası olarak bu
iskelet, yolak biyo-enformatig˘inin alana has ihtiyac¸larına kars¸ılık vermesi ile her-
hangi bir tek o¨zne - c¸oklu go¨ru¨ntu¨ yo¨ntemine sahip c¸izge deg˘is¸tirme ortamından
ayrılmaktadır.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : Biyo-enformatik, hu¨cresel yolaklar, c¸izge go¨ru¨ntu¨lemesi, c¸oklu
go¨ru¨ntu¨leme, go¨ru¨ntu¨ koordinasyonu, yazılım mu¨hendislig˘i.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graphs are commonly used for representing biochemical pathways. Substances
are connected by reactions in order to capture the intra-cellular phenomena.
PATIKA project [10] aims collaboratively to collect such data at a central server,
integrate it and provide its users with the efficient means to visualize, query, mod-
ify it via a client program. The client program consist of a graph editor, which
utilizes the Graph Editor Toolkit for Java (GET/J) of Tom Sawyer Software by
some customization with respect to the domain specific needs of the application.
1.1 Motivation
Due to the accumulation of huge amount of data regarding the cellular pro-
cesses, it becomes more than a necessity not only to utilize the state-of-the-art
graph visualization techniques, but also to develop new ones in order to handle
the inherent complexity and incompleteness of pathway data. GET/J provides
a wide range of graph theoretic operations [14] such as zooming/panning, ex-
pand/collapse, folding/grouping. However some biological concepts like ubiques,
abstractions, coloring schemes and bioentity require a specialized form of a mul-
tiple view framework, which generic graph editors lack. Efficient analysis of such
biological phenomena is best possible by providing different types of views of the
1
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same underlying pathway data. Consequently, proper coordination of different
views is very crucial for the alignment of the views with the subject data.
1.2 Results
In this work, we have designed and partially implemented a neatly isolated com-
ponent for the PATIKA software [1], that is easily maintainable and extendible.
Our framework facilitates visualization of potentially huge pathway data in vary-
ing forms and sizes. It also supports replication of pathway data (e.g., high degree
ubique pathway objects) to reduce its visualization and layout complexity. The
multiple window coordination mechanism is designed in such a way that biological
invariants are satisfied and subject data across views remain valid and consistent.
We also believe that this framework is going to improve user performance and
enhance discovery of unforeseen interactions. Applying different coloring schemes
on the same graph in different views enables the user to inspect the genomic data
from different points of view.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
In this thesis, we present a single subject - multiple view framework for visualizing
and editing complex pathway data, which is in the form of a directed graph. In
Chapter 2 we introduce some terms and definitions, since the rest of the thesis
assumes solid understanding of these. The related work in our domain of interest
is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the structure of our subject-view
mechanism and clarifies its key design issues. Finally we conclude in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Definitions
The graph theory related definitions in this chapter are taken from [11].
2.1 Basic Definitions
A graph G is defined by two finite sets V and E, such that E ⊆ [V]2. The elements
of V are the nodes (or vertices) of G, and the elements of E are the edges of G.
An edge e is given as (u,v), where u ∈ V is the source node of e and v ∈ V is the
target node of e.
A path P (= x1x2x3...xi...xn−2xn−1xn) is defined as non-empty graph of n
vertices, such that all vertices in the sequence are distinct from each other and
an edge exists between xi and xj , iff i = j − 1 where i = 1, 2, ..., n − 1 and
j = 2, 3, ..., n. Given a path P, by adding the edge (xn, x1) we obtain a cycle. A
graph is called acyclic if there are no cycles in it.
A non-empty graph G = (V,E) is called connected if for any pair of u ∈ V we
have a path between u and v in G.
An acyclic graph is also named as forest, and a connected forest is called a
tree.
3
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A rooted tree T is defined by a node set V, an edge set E, and a node r, such
that for every node u ∈ V −{r}, there is a unique path P from r, the root of the
tree, to u.
2.2 Compound Graphs and Graph Managers
A compound graph [13] CG is defined over a graph G = (V, EG) and a rooted
tree T = (V, ET , r) with the same set of vertices (Figure 2.1). The vertex set V
may be divided into two subsets VB and VS, where the nodes belonging to VB
are the leaves of T and denote the base nodes base nodes of the graph and the
nodes belonging to VS denote the subgraphs of the graph. An existing edge in
ET denotes a nesting relation between the source and target nodes of the edge.
For example, if e = (u, v) ∈ ET , this claims v is nested in u. Depending on the
context it may also be called an inclusion relation, where node u includes node
v.
Most of the following definitions, unless otherwise stated, are taken from [14].
A graph manager M = (S, F ) is a variant of compound graphs, defined by
a graph set S = {G1, G2, ..., Gl} where Gi = (V Gi , EGi) and a navigation forest
of rooted trees F = (V F , EF ) = T1
⋃
T2...
⋃
Tk. Each graph Gi ∈ S, each node
v ∈ V Gi , and each edge e ∈ EGi is represented by a distinct node in V F . For each
node v ∈ V Gi , there exists an edge (Gi, v) ∈ EF , representing ownership relations
in the graph manager. Then Gi is called the owner of v (or e); conversely v (or
e) is called a member of Gi.
A navigation link associates a member of a graph and another graph. Each
such link is represented in the navigation forest by an edge (m,Gi) ∈ EF between
a member (a node or an edge) m and a graph Gi, where Gi is not the owner of
m. We say the graph member m navigates to the associated graph Gi, and Gi is
said to be the child graph of the parent member m. Conversely, the owner of the
graph member m is called the parent graph of Gi.
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Figure 2.1: A compound graph CG, and its corresponding components: graph G
and rooted tree T (reprinted from [13]).
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Another way of associating two different graphs in a graph manager M =
(S, F ) is via the intergraph edges. Let u ∈ V Gj be two nodes where Gi 6= Gj
and GiGj ∈ S. Then the edge (u, v) isa called an intergraph edge, representing a
relation between objects (nodes) that belong to different entities, graphs Gi and
Gj in this case. An intergraph edge e = (u, v) is owned by the lowest common
ancestor graph of the two respective owner graphs of end-nodes u and v in the
navigation forest F.
A graph manager is distinguished from a compound graph by its capability
of handling multiple graphs and intergraph edges.
2.3 PATIKA Ontology
Some of the following definitions are taken from [9], and some of them are newly
introduced with respect to the latest PATIKA ontology.
A pathway is an abstraction of a certain biological phenomena and is the
uppermost abstraction in PATIKA ontology. Its context can change from a single
molecule-molecule interaction to a complete set of all the interactions in a cell.
In PATIKA ontology a pathway is represented by a pathway graph, which is a
compound graph [13] . For the sake of simplicity, we will first describe a simple
pathway graph and extend our definition to a more complete, complex compound
pathway graph.
A simple mechanistic pathway graph is defined by an interaction graph Gm =
(V,E) along with a number of constraints on the topology as discussed below. V
is the union of a finite set of states Vs and a finite set of transitions Vt. E is a
union of interactions of four sets: substrate edges Es, product edges Ep, activator
edges Ea, and inhibitor edges Ei, each directed edge belonging to either Vt × Vs
(for product edges) or to Vs×Vt (for remaining interaction edge types). If a state
s is labelled as ubique then for any view v of s, d(v) = 1.
States of the same biological origin and/or similar chemical structure are
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grouped under a biological entity or simply bioentity. A simple bioentity graph
is defined by an interaction graph Gb = (Vb, Eb) such that Vb is a finite set of
bioentities; Eb is a union of protein-protein interaction edges Eppi, co-cluster edges
Ecc, genetic regulation edges Egr, literature edges El and derived mechanistic
edges Ed between bioentities belonging to [Vb]
2.
Figure 2.2: An example illustrating the basics of PATIKA ontology, where state,
transitions, and interactions are represented with circles, rectangles, and lines,
respectively.
A more comprehensive ontology addressing molecular complexes as well as
various types of abstractions can be defined with the notion of a compound graph.
A compound pathway graph CG = (G, I) is a 2-tuple of a pathway graph G and
a directed acyclic inclusion graph I where:
• G = Gm⋃Gb
• V (Gm) = Vm is the union of states Vs, transitions Vt, molecular complexes
Vc, and abstractions of five distinct types: regular, incomplete state, in-
complete transition, homology state and homology transition, respectively
denoted by Va
r, Va
s , Va
t, Va
hs, and Va
ht.
• E(Gm) is the union of directed interaction edges of four distinct types:
substrate, product, activation, and inhibition, respectively denoted by Es,
Ep, Ea, and Ei, and undirected bind edges Eb, used to form molecular
complexes such that Ep → Vt × Vs; Es, Ea, Ei → Vs × Vt; and Eb → [Vs]2.
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• V (Gb) = Vb
• E(Gb) is the union of directed interaction edges of five distinct types:
protein-protein interaction, co-cluster, genetic regulation, literature, de-
rived mechanistic edges respectively denoted by Eppi, Ecc, Egr, El, and
Ed such that Eppi, Ecc, Egr, El,Ed → [Vb]2.
• V (I) = V (Gm)
• E(Im) is the union of inclusion edges Eic for defining molecular complexes,
and Ei
r, Ei
s, Ei
t , and Ei
h for various types of abstractions such that Ei
c →
Vc × Vs; Eir → Var × V ; Eis → Vas × V ; Eit → Vat × V ; Eihs → Vahs × Vs;
Ei
ht → Vaht × Vs.
Figure 2.3: Incomplete transition T1 inhibits transition t2 which produces molec-
ular complex C1.
In order for a compound pathway graph CG = (G, I) comply with our ontol-
ogy, it needs to satisfy certain invariants as defined below:
• Molecular complexes cannot be nested; thus any directed path in I can
contain at most one edge in Ei
c. A state can be incident to a bind edge
in Eb, only if it has an incoming complex edge in Ei
c . Complexes are not
allowed to overlap, a state can have at most one incoming complex edge. A
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complex state has no associated bioentity, although its children in I have
their own bioentities.
• Regular abstractions represent pure grouping; thus they are not allowed to
have incident edges in E(Gm). However, they may be nested for represent-
ing multiple levels of detail.
• Homology abstractions are not allowed to be nested; therefore, any directed
path in I can contain only one homology abstraction edge.
• A vertex in Vm is allowed to have any number of incoming abstraction edges
in E(I) since abstractions may overlap. Two overlapping abstractions do
not necessarily define two vertex sets where one is a proper subset of the
other.
For more information about PATIKA ontology you may refer to [10],[9].
2.4 Observer Design Pattern
As Gamma et al. stated in [12], observer design pattern is used to define one-
to-many dependency between objects so that when one object changes state, all
its dependents are notified and updated automatically. This design pattern is
mostly applicable for the following cases:
• When an abstraction has two aspects, one dependent on the other. En-
capsulating these aspects in separate objects lets you vary and reuse them
independently.
• When a change to one object requires changing others, and you don’t know
how many objects need to be changed.
• When an object should be able to notify other objects without making
assumptions about who these objects are. In other words, you don’t want
these objects tightly coupled.
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The subject participants of this pattern are known as subject and observer
(view for our case).
Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Pathway Informatics
Human genome is expected to be extremely complex. Hundred thousands of
molecules and factors constitute to a huge network of information [2], [19]. Know-
ing the exact map of this network is of high value, since it potentially explains
the mechanisms of life processes in addition to disease conditions. The knowl-
edge about the cellular processes is increasing at a rapid growing pace, which
enables us to understand and predict a cell’s behavior at a better extent. As a
result, successful simulations and predictions of cellular events in different scopes
have been reported [18], [23], [27], [31]. A conventional approach to modelling
pathway information is based on pathway drawings composed of still images [5],
[6], [7], [28]. Such drawings are often not reusable and cannot be integrated pro-
grammatically, but they are easy to create. Signaling pathway databases aim to
model complex signaling networks [3], [29], [32]. Due to the increasing complex-
ity of the phenomena, efforts focus on decreasing modelling time and increasing
modularity of the model. Therefore these databases have strong ontology. On
the other hand they lack automated integration and visualization. BioJake [24]
addresses such weaknesses by providing facilities for drawing pathways, but still
lacking automated integration and layout. PATIKA project aims to describe an
11
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ontology and design a computational tool, to provide researchers an integrated
collaborative environment for modelling networks of cellular processes through
integration of information on individual pathways [9].
3.2 Graph Visualization
The complexity of a graph can be measured by the amount of data to be visual-
ized. In other words, number of nodes and edges can determine how complex a
graph is. From visualization point of view, the graph drawing and editing tools
aim to handle this complexity by some well-known techniques, so that they pro-
vide user friendly means to edit a graph. Among many complexity management
techniques in graph visualization, zooming/panning [15], fish-eye distortion [26],
nesting , expanding/collapsing, folding, hiding and ghosting [14] are the promi-
nent ones. D-ABDUCTOR [16] is a tool, which supports compound graphs and
information hiding via expand and collapse operations. VCG [25] is capable of
folding nodes and edges under certain cases and hide edges of specific types.
Higres [17] is a visualization system for clustered graphs and has support for
handling compound graphs. GET [14] is equipped with almost all of the above
explained complexity management techniques.
3.3 Multiple Views in Information Visualization
A view basically represents a specific aspect of a complex data set for investigation
of a single conceptual entity. Therefore multiple view systems are very common
and useful in order to cope with the complexity of the underlying data [8], [21],
[22]. North and Schneiderman [20] claim that multiple window coordinations offer
many advantages such as unification of the desktop, improved user performance
and discovery of unforeseen interactions. On the other hand such systems have
always been challenging to design. Therefore Baldolando and Kuchinsky [4] re-
cently proposed some useful guidelines for designing multiple view systems. They
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defined some rules such as diversity, complementarity, decomposition, parsimony,
space/time resource optimization, self-evidence, consistency and attention man-
agement. The first four guidelines provide the designer with rules for selection of
multiple views, whereas the rest of the guidelines apply to the presentation and
interaction design questions that arise in these systems.
Chapter 4
Subject - View Mechanism
Broadly speaking, our subject-view mechanism consists of one underlying subject
graph and its view graphs, which are subgraphs of the subject graph. The subject
graph can only be manipulated via one view at a time and any manipulation
propagates to any other views as necessary by utilizing the slightly modified
version of the observer software pattern [12] as explained in the following sections.
4.1 Subject Graph
Our subject Gsub is a compound pathway graph as described earlier. Therefore
Gsub always has at least two components. Structurally, subject graph is exactly
the same as the huge graph “big picture” in the PATIKA database but typically
a lot smaller in size, depending on the user’s current interest within the big
picture. It serves as a “cache” between the database and the client, which can
be manipulated either by queries or editions by the user. The user can define
as many views as they want on this subject graph. Since Gsub is abstract (i.e.,
the nodes and edges do not have drawing or geometry information), there are
no means to visualize it in the PATIKA editor. Therefore the user can create
possibly different forms of views of it, via which they can analyze and manipulate
the contents of Gsub.
14
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Figure 4.1: A sample abstract subject pathway graph demonstrating the elements
of our ontology. States, transitions, incomplete states, incomplete transitions,
complexes, homology states, homology transitions and bioentities are represented
with S, T, IS, IT, C, HS, HT, B, respectively. Note that T6 and S11 are in the
intersection of IS1 and IT2.
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4.2 View Graphs
The view graph managers are - not necessarily proper - subsets of the subject
graph regarding their contents. Every graph manager is associated with a graph
window, in order to be displayed in GET/J. There are two kinds of view graph
managers in our framework:
• Mechanistic Graph Manager
• Bioentity Graph Manager
As the names imply, a mechanistic graph manager displays a subset of the
mechanistic part of the subject, whereas a bioentity graph manager displays a
subset of the bioentity graph part.
4.3 Possible Usages
First of all, the user can open a blank view and create pathways of their own
interest. They can create any type of node and edge using the user interface of
the editor in order to populate the underlying subject data. We also provide the
user with the facility to remove graph objects either from a view or from the
subject data or from the database.
A typical user of this framework may simultaneously want to focus on different
parts of the pathway data in the database. They can bring the data of their
interest to the editor as the subject data by a regular PATIKA query. Thereafter
the user can create two different types of views which reflect different parts of the
subject data.
Another use case scenario would be as follows: The user draws two different
pathways in two different views and then wants to investigate in a different view
how they integrate with the big picture in the database. Therefore they open a
blank view and retrieve complete data set from the subject, which includes both
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Figure 4.2: A simple mechanistic graph created by a user.
pathways. Upon this retrieval, they can make neighborhood queries in order to
enlarge the graph with the data in the database.
Ubique state handling is also provided by our framework. As we already
discussed, ubiques are special node types of degree one, which can be replicated
an arbitrary number of times in a graph window. Apart from creating a new
ubique state, the user can reuse existing ubique states by attempting to draw an
edge from/to a ubique state. This attempt will be handled by the framework and
the ubique state splits into two, so that the degree constraint is not violated.
Our multiple view framework enables the user to simultaneously investigate
the same data with different coloring schemes as well. The user can color different
views by bioentities, external data (such as microarray), functional relation (e.g.,
upstream of a state), field, tissue and phase.
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Figure 4.3: Two different subset views of the sample mechanistic subject graph,
which is displayed in Figure 4.1. Only a subset of the subject pathway graph is
displayed in both graph windows.
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4.4 Constraints
In this section, we are going to clarify the constraints and invariants, which ensure
the proper coordination of the subject and its views.
4.4.1 Non-Ubique Graph Objects
As we already mentioned, our framework addresses domain specific needs regard-
ing multiple views. Most types of nodes in a mechanistic graph manager (i.e.
graph window) appear at most once, since more replicas within a view would be
biologically incorrect. Therefore, the following types of objects appear only once
within each graph window:
• Simple states
• Simple transitions
• Regular abstractions
• Incomplete states
• Incomplete transitions
• Homology states
• Homology transitions
• Complex molecules
• Complex members
• Substrate edges
• Product edges
• Inhibitor edges
• Activator edges
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• Bond edges
4.4.2 Ubique Graph Objects
For the time being, only simple states are allowed to be labelled as ubique ac-
cording to our ontology. Such states (e.g. water molecule) participate in a huge
amount of biochemical reactions, which results in very high degree states. This
adds a very high complexity to the layout of the graph, consequently visualization
naturally deteriorates. In order to manage this complexity, we split such states
as many times as their degrees. For instance, if a ubique state has five degrees in
the subject graph and a mechanistic graph manager is responsible for displaying
each of the five edges, then in the view, user sees five distinct replicas of that
ubique state, each of which has just one incident edge. This is a special case of
multiple views, where a graph object have more than one view in the same graph
window.
4.4.3 Subset Constraint of Mechanistic Graph Managers
As we already stated, all views are subsets of the subject in the PATIKA client.
However, Mechanistic Graph Managers comply a stronger subset relationship,
which we define here.
Depending on their type, complex molecules and abstractions represent a
certain biological phenomena and although they include more than one graph
object, semantically they are indivisible, atomic entities. Therefore, the following
invariants must always be satisfied:
• An abstraction can be visualized in a mechanistic graph manager Gm if all
of its members are visualized in Gm.
• A complex molecule - can include only complex member molecules and
bind edges - cannot be nested more than once and can be visualized in
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Figure 4.4: The ubique small molecule P (Phosphorus), which is quite abundant
in cellular interactions, is replicated three times in the pathway graph.
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a mechanistic graph manager Gm if and only if all its members are also
visualized in Gm.
• If an interaction’s source and target node are present in a specific graph
window, then the interaction must also be present in that graph window.
4.4.4 Intersection Constraint
In the mechanistic graph of the subject graph, there might be a node v such that v
is included in more than one abstraction’s member list. For the sake of simplicity,
let A1 and A2 be the two abstractions such that a state s ∈ A1, s ∈ A2 and
A1
⋂
A2 = {s}. Since a mechanistic graph manager’s inclusion graph is directed
and acyclic, it is not possible to visualize A1 and A2 at the same time in a graph
window due to s. This can be considered as a shortcoming of GET/J regarding
our needs. How we resolve this issue is going to be clear in the following chapter.
This constraint applies for arbitrary number of abstractions and arbitrary number
of nodes in their intersections.
4.4.5 Abstraction View Management
Two or more non-proper overlapping abstractions cannot be visualized within
the same view due to the restrictions of a graph manager. In order to visualize
the information related to such abstractions, we designed a “holo system”, which
enables the currently not visualized (i.e., hidden) abstractions to be represented
within the view. A holo is a simple bounding box or a circle around a node which
belongs to a hidden abstraction. A holo inherits its color from the abstraction(s)
it represents. Please refer to Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for the illustration of holos.
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Figure 4.5: Simple state S2 is in the intersection of two regular abstractions RA1
and RA2. RA1 is visible in this view, whereas RA2 is hidden. By observing the
holos around T2, S2, S3 and S4 we recognize that these nodes are members of
RA2.
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Figure 4.6: After the user hides RA1 and makes RA2 visible, now only S2, which
is in the intersection of RA1 and RA2, is visualized with holo. By observing this,
we understand that S2 is a member of RA1.
4.4.6 Invariant checks
In addition to the domain specific constraints above, we also care about some
invariants of the framework regarding its data structures. They are basically the
assumptions on which the running application counts. Therefore it is crucial to
ensure these assumptions hold. They are checked by a checkInvariant method,
that is implemented differently in each of the classes. Whenever they are called
for an instance of a class, they determine whether all the invariants are satisfied
by that instance and return a boolean value accordingly. Typically such checks
are called before and after every topological operation. Here is an incomplete set
of invariants we encountered:
• A subject must be associated with a subject manager.
• A view must be associated with a view manager.
• A view manager must be associated with a subject manager.
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• A mechanistic graph manager can only have mechanistic nodes and edges.
• A bioentity graph manager can only have bioentity nodes and edges.
4.5 Topological Operations
4.5.1 Insert
Assumptions : There is no object that the user inserts, such that it exists in the
database but not in the subject. Newly created object is directly inserted into the
subject graph and its view is created in the active graph window. Propagation to
the other windows is optional. Insertion of a an object into an abstraction in a
specific view, must propagate to other views containing the same abstraction, due
to the invariant explained in Subset Constraint of Mechanistic Graph Managers
section.
algorithm insert new node (node data, view graph, to all views)
(1) create new subject patika node using node data
(2) insert subject patika node to subject patika graph
(3) if to all views is true then
(4) for each view view graph
(5) call retrieve from subject(subject patika node, view graph)
(6) if subject patika node has
visible owner abstraction in view graph then
(7) add subject patika node to visible owner abstraction
(8) else
(9) call retrieve from subject(subject patika node, view graph)
(10) if subject patika node has
visible owner abstraction in view graph then
(11) add subject patika node to visible owner abstraction
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algorithm retrieve from subject (subject patika node, view graph)
(1) create a view view patika node of subject patika node
(2) set subject-view relation between view patika node and subject patika node
(3) insert view patika node to view graph
(4) for each incident edge subject edge and
neighbor neighbor node of subject patika node
(5) if neighbor node has a view in view graph then
(6) create a view view edge of subject edge
(7) set subject-view relation between view edge and subject edge
(8) insert view edge to view graph
4.5.1.1 Insert New Simple State
If the node to be inserted is a simple state, then an associated bioentity is needed.
Considering the bioentity graph window, the cases are as follows:
• New Bioentity is created: A bioentity subject in the subject bioentity graph
is created and associated with the newly created node. Consequently, view
of this new bioentity in the bioentity graph manager is automatically cre-
ated as an isolated node
• The bioentity exists in the subject bioentity graph:
• The bioentity is associated with any node in the view: Nothing signifi-
cant happens in the bioentity graph other than the necessary associations
between the newly created node and the bioentity.
4.5.1.2 Insert New Interaction
During creation of an interaction, if there is an associated bioentity graph man-
ager with the current graph window, then the corresponding bioentiy nodes are
connected by an edge if there is not any edge between them.
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4.5.1.3 Insert New Abstraction
The user either explicitly creates a new abstraction using a specific wizard or
selects a set of nodes and they use GET 5.5 facility to define a new abstraction.
This Abstraction is inserted to the subject and in the active view a pointer to
this abstraction is kept.
4.5.1.4 Insert New Bioentity
If we keep one bioentity graph per mechanistic graph manager and then insert
a new bioentity into the bioentity graph without an associated state, then the
subset invariant is violated. In order to resolve this conflict we keep one bientity
graph per subject and highlight the bioentities according to the active view in
the editor. This solution assumes, that such a bioentity graph will not be too
large to visualize.
4.5.1.5 Retrieve Existing Object
Sometimes it happens to be the case that a specific view graph manager does not
have a graph object, which in fact exists in the subject graph and the user may
want to see this object in the view. Therefore we also provided the user with
the facility populate a view by retrieving an object from the subject graph to
the current view or optionally to all existing views. In this case, new view(s) of
the existing object is created and attached to the existing subject. Note that the
interaction invariant enforces the automatic retrieval of the interactions if their
source and target nodes are present in a specific view.
4.5.2 Remove
Remove operation of a graph object can be done in three different phases.
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• The user may just remove an object from a graph window, then it remains
in the subject graph and also in the database. Only the existing view object
is deleted and detached from its subject.
• If the user wants to delete a subject node, then the subject and all its views
are deleted from the client application but it still remains in the central the
database.
• Removal of an object from database is an advanced issue, therefore it is a
concern of a biological expert. If a user believes that a node or and edge
must be removed from the database, then they simply set the removed tag
of the object to true. Upon a submission of the subject pathway graph, it
is delivered to the associated expert and validated. Upon expert validation,
the object can be removed from the database. You can refer to [10] for
detailed information about user types and submission process.
4.5.3 Example Session
In this section we are going to illustrate an example session, which utilizes our
framework.
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Figure 4.7: Incomplete state IS1, simple transition T1 and a substrate edge
between them are created and propagated to all views.
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Figure 4.8: Simple state S1 and S2 are created via View1 and View2, respectively.
Note that they are not propagated to other views.
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Figure 4.9: Homology state HS1 and homology transition HT1 are created via
View1 and View2, respectively. Note that they are not propagated to other views.
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Figure 4.10: IS1 in View2 is expanded and S3, T2, S4, a substrate and a product
edge are created in IS1.
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Figure 4.11: IS1 in View1 is expanded. Note that the modifications in Figure
4.10 are reflected to View1 automatically, due to the abstraction constraint.
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Figure 4.12: Homology state HS1 and its incident activation edge is inserted into
View1. Incomplete Transition IT1 is inserted into HS1 and an inhibition edge
is inserted between IT1 and T1. Similarly, HT1 and S5 are inserted into View2
with inhibition and activation edges. These operations are not reflected to other
views.
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Figure 4.13: T1 is removed from View2 only.
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Figure 4.14: T2 and S4 are removed from subject.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, a single subject-multiple view framework for pathway graphs is
presented. Due to the large amount of genomic data, we hope that this this
framework will be extensively used in order to manage the complexity of pathway
graphs. It will let the user focus on a subset of the pathway data of their own
interest.
The window coordination mechanism is designed in such a way that biological
invariants remain satisfied upon a modification in the subject pathway graph.
The framework promises to improve user performance and enhance discovery
of unforeseen interactions. Applying different coloring schemes on the same graph
in different views can enable the user to inspect the genomic data from different
point of views. They should also be able to filter the data according to different
fields, tissues and phases [9].
Being a neatly isolated component of PATIKA software [1] our framework can
easily be plugged in and out, maintained, extended for future versions.
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5.1 Future work
For the time being, all the topological operations regarding the subject graph
and two kinds of view graphs: mechanistic graph and bioentity graph, are fully
functional. The abstraction window, holo representation mechanism and ubique
state handling have been designed but due to the time constraints they are not
implemented yet.
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Appendix A
Class Structure and
Implementation
The current PATIKA project has more than 30 packages and approximately 350
classes. It is written in pure Java in an object-oriented fashion. In the following
sections, we are going to describe how we composed our framework into this pack-
age pool. We have chosen the term subject instead of observable and view instead
of observer, because it complies better with the semantics of our application. As
we did not use java/util/{observer,observable} interfaces, it also made sense to
choose different terms to avoid confusion.
A.1 Subject - View Mechanism
The contents of client/editor/util package (Figure A.1) isolates the necessary
classes for upgrading a regular graph object to an observer or observable.
The classes implementing subject and view interfaces are enforced to aggregate
a view manager and subject manager, respectively. Designing classes instead
of these interfaces wouldn’t work because the graph object classes have their
own inheritance hierarchy starting from GET/J, and Java don’t support multiple
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Figure A.1: This package contains the fundamental classes of our framework.
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inheritance. Therefore we simply tried to isolate and modularize subject-view
relation by one object composition.
As it is seen in Figure A.1, both subject and view managers have their own in-
heritance hierarchy for the specific needs of their composing object. For instance,
a subject graph composes a patika graph subject manager, which is specialized
according to graph operations such as insertion and removal.
Every subject manager keeps a reference to its owner subject and list of refer-
ences to view managers. On the other hand, every view manager keeps a reference
to its owner view and to a specific subject manager. A subject and its views can
communicate by navigating these links.
A.1.1 The sgraph Package
The contents of client/sgraph package (Figure A.2) define the subject level ele-
ments of PATIKA ontology.
The root level classes in this hierarchy extend and customize abstract level
GET/J classes [30] (e.g., SPatikaNode extends from TSNode), so that they can
be utilized in the GET/J. Besides this, every instance of these classes implement
subject interface and aggregate a specific subject manager.
Regarding the classes, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a subject
and view. For instance, the views of an SComplex object can only be an arbitrary
number of VComplex objects and vice versa. Associating different views with
different subjects is not allowed via programmatic type checking and assertions.
A.1.2 The vgraph Package
The contents of client/editor/vgraph package (Figure A.3) define the view level
elements of PATIKA ontology.
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Figure A.2: This package contains the subject level implementation of PATIKA
ontology.
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Figure A.3: This package contains the view level implementation of PATIKA
ontology.
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The root level classes in this hierarchy extend and customize editor level
GET/J classes [30] (e.g. VPatikaNode extends from TSENode), so that they
can be utilized in the GET/J. Besides, every instance of these classes implement
view interface and aggregate a specific view manager.
